
: Prologue;     : Prologue;     
. “Think about the kind of world you want to live and work in.                   . “Think about the kind of world you want to live and work in.                   
. What do you need to know in order to build this world?   . What do you need to know in order to build this world?   
. Demand that your teachers teach you that.. Demand that your teachers teach you that.  Peter Kropotkin  Peter Kropotkin

STUDIO_16

Ayesha Ahmed (LEVEL_5) – ‘STATION CINEMA’ – sketch section and 3D model

Georgina LARBIE (L_6) - ‘CAR PARK SWIMMING’ - plans and sections

 EUSTAQUIO  ABI
 HANNAH  BUSOLA

 CHARLIE  FATEMA

 RUBEN  BECKY
 ROBIN  GEORGINA

 AYESHA  NURSHA

 AMBER  SOPHIE
 HITOMI  SAM

 ROXY  KIRI

 JOE  EDMUND
 GEOVANNI  HAMZA

 JAKUB  LUKE

AD571 / AD671 - site division : 12 strips ÷ 2 = 24 students
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S T U D I O _ 1 6
RE–USE;  RE–MIX (dub tracks)
reclaiming “the WASTELAND”
> now that we are (hopefully) passing the time of arrogant stylistic gestures with 
their neglect of environmental concerns; we need to re-work the reputation of 
the architect). it’s time to take WASTE seriously– as the construction industry 
generates 38% of current CO2 emissions – and turn it into “new” material. 
> studio_16 aims to build a re-worked architectural language with this thesis; 
“there is no necessity for new materials, and no need to expand our cities in 
terms of development because we already have all that we require; what needs 
to happen is to identify, classify, and re-assign the existing materials to projects 
in existing places. we can re-make parts of the city without producing new 
construction materials while at the same time create another idea for beauty - a 
beauty that rises out of the re-assessment of what is called “useless”. 
> it’s an experiment; the thesis + associated testing will create a toolbox that 
will (theoretically at this stage) re-build a section of the north Laines in Brighton 
without any demolition of existing fabric + will place our re-usable materials in a 
re-mix that also investigates the political and social aspects of space in the city.
NOTE; this thesis obviously includes the re-appropriation of neglected space(s) 
in our selected territory. it’s a project which is supra-contextual. it’s a project 
that brings value to what is generally considered valueless. a “hybrid” model of 
a re-mix of re-use + “catalogue” materials will evolve in our projects. 
> we will be contesting standard Planning Legislation and developing both 
more useful and more joyful scenarios for composing our city.
> ethics will replace aesthetics as the creative impulse for this new architecture.
> remember, “technology is a design tool”; a new “joyful wisdom”- Nietzsche
> beste, tony

an image used by Alejandro Aravena of ELEMENTAL 
architects to inform his thinking on architecture;  so, if 
a chair = architecture, what is the “X” in the equation 
if the loop sketch [top left] is a simple strip of leather 
used by Uruguayan indians as a transportable “chair”? 
what this implies is that architecture can be simpler. 

a few references; (try to look up some of these) – projects re-mix references.
: ROTOR architects
: RAAAF architects

: Rural Studio
: ELEMENTAL architects - “half-a -house”

: Wang Shu - Amateur Architects (Ningbo Museum
: AVL - Atelier van Lieshout - “New Tribal Labyrinth”

: Junya Ishigami - who i call a “poet engineer”.

: Arno Brandlhuber - architecture and legislation
: Wajiro Kon - “modernology”

: Atelier bow-Wow - “Pet Architecture” 
: Atelier Bow-Wow - “A Primer”
: Allan Wexler - “Vinyl Milford house” : Charles Jencks/Nathan Silver - “Adhocis                        : 

: Bernard Rudofsky - “The Prodigious Builders”

: Lacaton and Vassal; “Tour Bois le Pretre”
: AD (Architectural Design); 04-2012

: Sou Fujimoto - “Primitive Future”
: de Vylder Vinck Taillieu architects.
: Terenobu Fujimori - “Road Observation Society” 

: Marcel Duchamp - the “ready-made” and constructed collage

: Ilka & Andreas Ruby (eds) - “Re-inventing Construction”
: bricolage,(ref; “Architect as Bricoleur” by Irenee Scalbert)
: Gordon Matta-Clark - “Conical Intersect“ (all his projects)
: Anna Heringer

Giovanni Piranesi : 
Archaeological fragments

THE INTRUDER(S); a strategic move to create active constraints

 re-appropriating fragments - book showing anatomical layers of a horse  +  Max Ernst - montage using elements from that book

Conor in a Teams chat – drawn by Robin 

: dear STUDIO_16,
: i wonder what you would 
make of this juxta-position 
of two images of what is, 
in effect, exactly the same 
scenario only each is care-
fully explored differently. 
: Corb would talk about 
both conditions as being 
part of his ideas on the 
’architectural promenade’, 
: Mies might be horrified 
because the planes were 
disturbingly placed or 
‘smashed’, and,
: Tschumi would, i’m 
guessing, possibly ‘praise’ 
both as being effective   
examples of ‘event-space’.
: and you? 
: how would you develop 
these two precedents?
: a precedent is something  
to work with not to copy.
: beste, : / : tony   (19_03_2020)

b]; 

a]; 

NOTE; a]; and b]; remain unidentified

PLANES OF OCCUPATION - premise; – STRATEGY; with 
our new occupied plane at +5 metres above the platform 
level which came from the STUDIO survey of the site and 
then evolved into a group strategy for the two new bridges 
that started from the public space of thestation concourse 
and then fed the new ‘productive landscape’ that ‘served’ 
the whole territory and all the student sites.

“    B      U      S      I       N     E     S     S          A     S            U     S    U     A     L   “

VT   H    E    N

M     Y                              G       R      E      A      T       E       S      T                F       E       A       R 

 I       S                    T      H      A    T                         Y      O      U

 F      I       N      I      S      H           Y      O     U     R           C    O    U     R     S     E 

 A        N        D              J      U      S     T           R      E     S      U      M      E

I        W    O    U     L      D               C   O   N   S     I    D   E    R            M    Y

E    F    F   O   R   T   S        T    O         B    E               F    A    I      L    U     R     E     S

PRECEDENTS:

> can I ask you to move away from what we could call the 
“design of a building” and take time to explore the EVENTS, 
the MOMENTS that could happen in and around your project. 
> ok, what is meant by that? 
> It is [sort of] natural to view a building only by its external 
appearance, this tends to occur because of ‘media image’ - 
in journals /on the internet projects are seen as just image. 
These renders tend to only show a shape with a skin as an 
assembly of surface effects layered over that shape. 
> I prefer to ask the following;
1]; that you draw each of the MOMENTS within  your project – 
these are spaces that relate directly to what is occurring as a 
result of programme  but they should also include the spaces 
which aren’t just functional; eg; ‘retiring’ spaces; those spac-
es that take you away from any  obvious movement derived 
ONLY from programme; it could also be that you allow for 
extra uses – eg; buying an ice cream ? (where might that 
happen in your project?)
2]; describe each of these “moments”; I want you to make 
separate, fairly quick, sections of each of these spaces as 
you imagine them; they have to be drawn to scale (i suggest 
1:50) + include people; (for an example of simple people - see 
Peter Zumthor’s inverted exclamation marks as “people” - in 
his series of spaces as you walk through the Thermal Baths in 
Vals - as shown in the image to the left). 
3]; NOTE; take care to draw the ‘travelling slices’ when they 
change significantly in plan or section; be precise in terms of 
showing what might be the views you want to include, where 
does (sun)light come from?, the possibility of looking back to 
other spaces from different levels, looking out to the railway 
lines, the station, the wall, up to the sky, looking into the new 
public “street” that runs through your site, or where a space 
has connection(s) down/up/back/towards preceding/oncom-
ing spaces (thresholds) - you need plan(s) for these sections.
4]; try to make each space sequential along the path you are 
taking through your design – if you look at Zumthor’s sketch 
promenades, because i’ve been there with students, i know 
the spaces are changing as the human figure walks towards 
to me; the spaces unfold from entrance to the main pool.
> i think that these individual sections start to build the story 
of you travelling through your design; you are registering 
particular MOMENTS in a set of ‘travelling sections’ which i 
am calling; EVENT–SPACES.  
                      . 

SEQUENCES / M O M E N T S / “ E V E N T - S P A C E S ” 
> ok, i’ll try to explain it a little more; 
_ let’s take the site; the “slice” given to you is 
your ‘mini’-territory’within the group TERRITORY. 
> STRATEGY; last week it was decided that there 
are now two entry points from the station. (one 
connected with the ‘wolfox’ coffee bar adjacent to 
the ticket barrier and the other at the drop-off point 
adjacent to platform 8). 
: these two entry points provide a public access 
from the station to all your projects because this 
walkway joins all your projects (and even crosses the 
railway lines if you want). the walkway can expand to 
become a more developed public space.
: two “bridges” at a height of 5 metres above the 
platforms will then bring us from these two entry 
points and we move up (by public stairs and lifts) 
and along them to the first ‘mini-territories’ - with 
Hitomi on the west side, and Sam on the east.  
> to re-iterate what has been said before, your 
project is part of a ‘VILLAGE’. together you are 24 
projects within a public territory. your project is both 
public and private (in varying scales). 

> CONSTRAINTS; some extra elements that will 
influence your design decisions are;         
1]; the “INTRUDERS”; these are here for two 
reasons. a]; to “eat up” some of your site so that 
you build smaller, and more intricately and b]; to 
encourage you to  allow new input(s) to influence 
your project ideas. hopefully they become active 
and useful in your design thinking. they are ‘unreal’ 
but can be used as if they were always there (this 
requires clear information as to the size, materiality 
etc.,).  they can also be used in part and they can 
also change scale.  
2]; BOUNDARIES / THRESHOLDS. each of you has 
a big individual site, but you also have boundaries 
- the 20 metre width with the possibility that your 
neighbours might build up next to you is on of 
these. you also can’t assume you have open walls to 
your neighbours (unless you negotiate). 
3]; NEGOTIATION. can i encourage you to avoid just 
making a big object that sits on a piece of territory 
and has no relationship to all the elements  that 
derive from both actual and  ‘introduced’ CONTEXT. 
design is a process of negotiation and collectivity. 
also, can i encourage you towork with PRECEDENT 
in the sense of an actual dialogue - not just ‘theft’ 
from Pinterest without making it your version.  

S T U D I O _ 1 6 ;  A D 5 7 1 _ A D 6 7 1

Peter Zumthor - sliced sections while walking through les Thermes (thermal baths in Vals)

“no architecture without event, no architecture without action, without activities, without functions”. 
               - Bernard Tschumi: “Architecture and Disjunction”. The MIT Press, 1996, p.255
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Kiri CHANNER (L_5) - swimming lounge

Hannah MILLETT (L_6) - local GP surgery in an oasis

Busola BANJOKO (L_5) - ‘MEETING STAIR ‘

Ruben VOOGT (L_5) - architecture school and public space

Kiri Channer (L_5) - swimming lounge

Anton Janša - bee-keeper
who lived next to his bees
in a bee hut he designed

Sophie NICHOLS (L_5) – BEE HABITAT AND PAVILIONS

Robin CLEMENTS (L_6) – ‘Cirque du Train’

Abi THOMAS (L_5) – ‘Church INTRUDER’ gallery

Edmund MORGAN (L_5) – “Rufus”

drawing montage by Edmund

> ‘S-16’ is a studio that focusses on the “coming (of) 
age of architecture”.
> its aims are;                                                                                                    
> to question how we integrate pre-existing and pre-
used materials into propositions where little or no new 
materials are used. to help benefit the environment.                                                                                 
> to produce innovative ideas so that the 
propositions can be built in such a way that 
they can also be dissembled and re-used.                                                                                                         
> to make the designer think by using such a 
scheme to produce an environmentallyfriend-
ly approach to building and design in general.                                                                            
> to discover what positive constraints the fu-
ture will now hold in the world of architecture.                                                                                                     
> to show how the construction world can evolve into 
such a way. 
                             – Charlie Leicester (L_6 architecture)

(NOTE; Charlie’s images will come soon - he has an extension)

STUDIO_16 – an attempt at a description of process 
– 24_February_2020.

: the project and its parameters are meant to create 
a field of investigation which can then be explored in 
order to make a ‘project’. 

: note 1; there is a dilemma when it becomes evident 
that there is a need for too much certainty; too much 
pointing out the direction in which to go; architecture 
as a design discipline (and architectural education) 
doesn’t work like that - it demands and uses some 
degree of ‘not knowing’ and ‘un-certainty’ in order 
to ‘un-wrap’ the project. It should be seen as a coun-
ter-argument to simplistic functionalism which only 
places things in “the right place”. 

: with that in mind, let me try to carry you along with 
the way I am thinking about the process of designing 
‘my’ project  for your site. . . In fact this process I’m 
about to describe is not the usual way I make a pro-
ject; but I have found it fascinating. Here we go; 

: the general scheme for this term’s STUDIO_16 
project is, first, to understand the idea of VACANCY; 
identifying and  utilising unused, empty space(s) with-
in the city; in this case, the space above the railway 
tracks that allow us to enter Brighton by way of the 
railway station. These vacant spaces become the 
activators of design ideas. We take these “un-want-
ed”, “under-valued” pieces of air above a busy set of 
rail tracks which are flanked by a high wall to the west 
and a carpark (+ the roofs of adjacent buildings) to 
the east and then use our design skills to investigate 
the possibilities for some meaningful forms of occu-
pation in these spaces. This is our new TERRITORY. 

: next there was a decision  to subdivide this overall 
TERRITORY into 20 metre wide strips - one for each 
of you. These strips were meant to be developed as 
a collection of 24 mini-project sites that simply joined 
up by having a series of linked-up public spaces to 
make a small “village” of your chosen activities (pro-
gramme) and accompanying INFRASTRUCTURE and 
OCCUPATION.

: the “INTRUDER” was introduced; here; the idea 
was to choose a building (ideally one that you knew 
and possibly also liked) and take its ground floor plan 
and section and place it on the mini-strip and allow 
it to take up some of the space; simply that. this give 
you something extra to design “with and against” 
instead of just designing on a ‘blank page’. You could 
change the scale of the intruder to make it more in-
triguing and you could also allow its original function 
to become part of your new CONTEXT. This game 
is important and brings up all sorts of questions and 
new conditions. in fact, there was initially a sugges-
tion that you took two “intruders” – one (large) public 
function and one (reasonably small) private one. That 
I leave up to you. 

: normally, the idea of PROGRAMME comes in some-
where here. Obviously this is important and it is gen-
erally connected to some FUNCTION(s) / activities;  
We often give programme a name such as ‘home’, or 
‘library’, ‘ hospital’ or ‘art gallery’. But let’s just leave 
that out for a moment and concentrate on just mak-
ing the actual, physical basis of some spaces without 
programme. Usually that means that we have some 
ideas about STRUCTURE. Structure allows spaces to 
become real because structure usually creates a grid, 
or a matrix that holds other materials in place to cre-
ate SHELTER. We can ‘live’ in structure that supports 
other MATERIAL. Structure is spatial. Structure can 
only come about by considering MATERIAL. 

: we now have 24 modified MINI-TERRITORIES, 
and you are the designer of one of the 24 possible 
proposals for our new suspended village based on 
RE-USE and re-appropriation.  the STRATEGY is to 
develop these strips into active programmes and join 
them up and make a STORY that carefully develops 
by referencing the existing CONTEXT of the site as 
well as allowing the creation of a new CONTEXT. But, 
before we forget it, let’s continue with STRUCTURE 
for a while. By making this choice an unexpected 
STORY (and, in fact, a project) comes about.

: STRUCTURE;
: from the clues I have sent you over the past months 
– starting from the incorrectly named “Christmas/
New Year” email – you will see that I have only made 
decisions about structural materials and have placed 
programme outside the frame for the moment. These 
structural decisions could only come about by inves-
tigating real material conditions (some of which are 
historic but appropriate. These material choices came 
from several sources; 
> a]; the film ‘Blade Runner-2049’ (the scene I sent 
you) – dis-assembled rusting ships’ hulls  + 
> b]; the grid and actual structural bays of the Crystal 
Palace (1851) –dismantled and rebuilt in 1861, + 
> c]; the elements of a project by Cedric Price called 
‘Interaction’ – dis–assembled mantled in 2003, +
> d]; the British Rail flatbed rolling stock which carries 
large, heavy goods around the UK - these moving 
‘platforms’ can be up to 20 metres long and are only 
supported on the wheels at either end which gives 
us decks that span ± 15 metres – powerful elements. 
They also indirectly reference another project by 
Cedric Price called ‘Potteries Think-Belt’; a ‘form of 
university’ which used the disused railway tracks to 
travel between the campuses .  + 
e]; my ‘small’ ‘intruder’ has, over the weeks since 
Christmas, become my favourite ‘found’ project 
(more about this later); it also became the main 
character in my project’s story. This small, delicate 
‘intruder’ was a small, pre-fabricated house designed 
by Jean Prouvé and called ‘la Maison des Jours 
Meilleurs’  [the ‘House for Better Days’ (1956)]; it’s a 
fabulous pre-fabricated house primarily designed for 
homeless people. le Corbusier, after he had visited 
the prototype erected on the banks of the Seine river 
in Paris, said,  “Jean Prouvé has built the handsomest 
house I know of: the most perfect object for living in, 
the most sparkling thing ever constructed”. 
: my programme is largely held within the constraints 
of this small house. The rest of the structure I am pro-
posing holds the spaces for public activity. My ‘small 
intruder’ project has a view of the sea by occupying 
the airspace higher than the station.

: note 2; three things became important at this stage;  
> 1]; to restrict the size of my project so as to be fairly 
small and possibly arranged in a cumulative, repeti-
tive arrangement [this decision came about because I 
started to think about established architects and what 
their early ‘young’ projects were – generally, small, in-
tensely personal, generally poorly described in detail 
but also ‘evocative’ of future possibilities – the ‘archi-
tect’ developed over the following years] + 
> 2]; to NOT allow it to be just an ‘object  building’ 
that stands “sad, isolated, and lost” within the slice 
of territory. The original idea of an extended, vibrant, 
complex village had to remain. +
> 3]; assemble a generosity and open-ness that 
allows other interventions at a later time by other 
people.

: my  project can now begin – I just need to control 
how I “draw” it. 

: here is a link to an AJ article on Re-Use – 
which includes an interview with ROTOR_
de-construction; 
go to: 
https://digitalissues.ajplus.co.uk/2020/02%20
Feb/270220/index.html

Hitomi OASKI (L_6) - struggling to release a drawing from the ‘grip’ of a drawing application                      Luke DAY (L_6) - ‘Kitchens in the Sky’

  Joe WILLAIMSON (L_5) - ‘SANCTUARY’

: Flores y Prats; Architecture Foundation- lecture –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJbbMTbcEuA

 GO TO; 

Hamza REZQ (L_5) - FLAMENCO DANCE CENTRE – prespective and, sketch plan 

tr - 03-07-2020

Atelier van Lieshout : New Tribal Labyrinth;
http://www.ateliervanlieshout.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/12/New_Tribal_Labyrinth.pdf

 GO TO; 

a scrapbook story of;

2019 – 2020

: Epilogue ;      I promised STUDIO_16 that we would be making many  
“dirty drawings”and “fast models”.  :   this hasn’t happened so much    
this academic year (for obvious reasons) but we are hoping for this to 
occur this coming year as we refine our new practices of  ‘Re–Use” and 
“re-Appropriation” so as to create a new ‘X’– architecture; an architecture 
that  ‘smiles’ and ‘jives’ and that generally takes care and is generous  
                                                                     : beste, : / : tony (and Conor)

[‘X – ARCHITECTURE’]
it is fair to say that the projects in STUDIO_16 begin by responding 
to the following equation;  ‘ WOW! HUH? ≠ HUH? WOW! ‘  

pecha-kucha;  Tezuka Architects – Fuji Kindergartden;  go to;  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5jwEyDaR-0

BRIEFS, E-MAILS, IMAGES, DIARY, SKETCHES, COMICS 

STUDIO_16;   (26 - 06 - 2020)

[‘X – ARCHITECTURE’]
‘RE–USE; RE–MIX (the dub tracks)’
: it is fair to say that the projects in STUDIO_16 begin by responding to the following equation;   

‘ WOW! HUH? ≠ HUH? WOW! ‘ –  Andrew Leach  
      TRANSLATION ; ‘ WOW1 HUH? Is not the same as ‘HUH? ‘WOW! 

:   if we take that equation as a mirrored ‘call-response’ then it places us on one of two sides of a 
crucial design dilemma – the hollow call of ‘aesthetics’, or, the necessity of an ‘ethical position’ that 
purposefully and eloquently acts on Climate Emergency criteria as possibly one of the most import-
ant elements of our practice as architects?   
:  the “WOW?” is easy to understand (we all do it). but, we feel that a considered interpretation of 
the “HUH?’ can  build more  ‘active’ conversations; the “HUH?” opens up possibilities, the “WOW!” 
can only restrict those possibilities.  :   “WOW!” only replicates itself.
:   STUDIO_16 has been set up in order to continually come up with alternative and productive 
meanings for “HUH?” : by an innovative Re-Use of non-standard, readily found materials and the 
appropriation of neglected spaces in the city, the idea of  “HUH?” takes us to this  incredibly useful 
sentence;  “I  have never really thought about it like  that before”.  We like that.
:   it is correct to say that STUDIO_16 is more interested in the “HUH?” than the “WOW!”. :  It is also 
probably correct to say that STUDIO_16 has continually asked how the projects that come from this 
studio might demonstrate what the ‘X’ in the graphic equation might mean?  (yes, another equation. 
see the image opposite).   what ‘X’ could be in the setting up an architecture that, with lightness and 
poise, tries to build some convincing alternatives to “business as usual”. :  attempts at producing a  
genuine ‘ecological’ architecture..

       
diagram by Alejandro Aravena – ELEMENTAL Architecture 

 :  there are two known and understandable components in this equation – the sketch of a chair, and 
the word ‘architecture’;  : as the chair is drawn in a conventional way we can assume that 
‘architecture’ - in this equation - is also intended to have a conventional definition : then, 
there are the two unknowns – the ‘X’ + the strange ‘looped’ figure on the top left. : as 
we are studying architecture, we can probably conclude that the ‘X’ is to be our new area 
of investigation – what we have to discover?, what we would love to find? : so, all that is 
left to find out now is; what is this ‘looped’ figure on the top left above the chair? ; this is 
the clue to the nature of our desired ‘X – architecture’? : in reality, the looped figure is a 
simple strip of leather that’s been tied at it’s ends to make a loop. It’s carried by Uruguay-
an tribes-people and used as an unorthodox but, perfectly instrumental “chair”; it is also 
used as a carrying device for heavy loads. : this e example of a transformable and incred-
ibly simple ‘instrument‘ also carries the message that our ‘X’ has to be very direct and 
intimately related to the needs of the human body and, also to explore genuine scenarios 
related to Climate Emergency.

         
                 : WE CAN’T LEAVE IT TO “BUSINESS AS USUAL”  –  THAT IS NOT AN OPTION.
                 : beste, : / : tony (and Conor)

   “there is the rule and there is the exception.
   the rule is culture. the exception is art.
   everything speaks the rule; cigarettes, computers,
   t-shirts, television, tourism, war.
   no-one speaks the exception.
   it is the rule to want the death of the exception”.   
                                                 - Jean-Luc Godard

“what can architects do in these impoverished times ? ” –  a re-appropriation of a line from Holderlin’s  
  poem ‘Bread and Wine’. this is a  question also raised by Heidegger in his essay; “What are Poets For?”

vvvv

 WHAT CAN ARCHITECTS DO ?

where there is nothing,     
everything is possible. where 
there is (only) architecture 
nothing (else) is possible ”.      

“

rem koolhaas [paraphrased] 
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> due to the fact that all the studios 
“evolved” late in the summer and were 
only known to each of us yesterday we 
have to improvise this initial exercise. 
> you are to;
: either / both take a project from your 
previous year (or a project that you 
like and have information about). then, 
working within a group - minimum 3 
(but acting collectively - more about 
that later) take the drawings - or use 
images - and rework them in the 
photocopier / computer to make all the 
projects the same scale in plan and 
section. you will then “join” the frag-
ments together into two versions of the 
eleborated junction plans and sections 
of a linked cadavre exquis. you are 
designing the thresholds.

Piranesi - Campo Marzio -                                                                    CADAVRE EXQUIS

> beste, tony, : / : 03 : october : 2019

STUDIO_16
: EXERCISE 1 
> cadavre exquis;                              – the space of thresholds 
> so, new academic year; new studio; 
> the image of the Piranesi etching opposite more 
or less indicates the intent of STUDIO_16. it’s 
a montage of many fragments of ancient Rome 
(sourced from architects’ drawings, illustrations 
of archeology fragments, drawings of never-built 
buildings) - a fantasmagoria of fantastic, spaces.
> the other image is one you might already know 
- it’s called a “cadavre-exquis”. it was a game 
which the surrealists played in the 1920s (and 
which you surely have played as a child). why is 
this relevant.? in terms of STUDIO_16 it will be 
the basis of our first term interventions in the city. 
but, this week it informs the generator of a small 
collaboration that explores “the threshold”. these 
spaces of magical transitions are to be explored 
through simple juxtaposition and elaboration.
(see opposite).
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